
Installation manual

Speaker Mounting Kit
BY-10

The Toa BY-10 mounting kit is solely designed for mounting the FB-10 sub-woofer
system on the wall or ceiling.

INSTALLATION

Check to confirm that you have all the parts illustrated below available for use.

Bracket A
Bracket B (2 pieces)

1. LOCATING FIXING HOLES
When mounting the FB-10 speaker on the wall or ceiling, use a paper pattern supplied
with the FB-10 to locate fixing holes. Apply the arrows printed in the pattern to
the corner of the desired mounting area as illustrated.

Pattern

Fixing hole positions

Mounting the speaker at
the corner of the ceiling

Mounting the speaker at
the corner of the wall

2. FIXING BRACKET A
Fix the bracket A to the desired area of the wall or ceiling. Draw speaker cables
through the cable opening (When the cables are hard to pass from behind the
wall or ceiling, use any of the cable entry holes instead of the opening.) The
speaker cannot be mounted at the corner if the bracket A has been fixed in the wrong
direction. Be sure to fix it in the direction as illustrated below.

1) Be sure to confirm that the fixing area is strong enough to support
the speaker.

2) When mounting the speaker, use appropriate nuts and bolts
according to materials of the wall or ceiling. (Neither nuts nor bolts
are supplied.)

3) Be sure to secure the speaker at four places using screws.

Bracket A

Speaker cables

Fixing screws (M4: 4 pieces)

Plain washer (4 pieces)

Spring washer (4 pieces)

Mounting the speaker on
the wall vertically

Slide the speaker in this
direction to mount.

Notes.



3. FIXING BRACKET B
Remove the four screws (M4X25) and washers on the rear panel of the FB-10. Attach
the bracket B (2 pieces) to the rear panel of the FB-10 as illustrated using the removed
screws and washers. In this event, be careful to align a recessed portion of the bracket
B with the speaker terminal section.

Bracket B

Terminal section

4. CONNECTION AND PROVISIONAL FIXING
Connect speaker cables to the speaker provisionally fixed by hooking it on the claws
of the bracket A. Special care is required in connection since the speaker is unstably
hanging in mid air while it is being fixed provisionally.

Ceiling

Bracket B

FB-10
FB-10

Bracket A

Hook the speaker

5. MOUNTING THE FB-10
After the connection is finished, mount the FB-10 speaker by sliding it as illustrated
below. Be sure to slide the speaker till it defies any further attempt to slide it. And
then tighten the accessory fixing screws (M4X8).

The screws must be tightened at least at two places. Also do not forget to
use the plain washers and spring washers to prevent loose connections caused
by shock or vibration.

FB-10
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Toa Electric Co., Ltd.
KOBE, JAPAN

FB-10

Wall

Hook the speaker

Note.

M 4 X 8

Finish
Colour
Dimensions
Weight
Accessories

Electrodeposition
Black
479(D)X188(W)X22(H) mm (Bracket)
1.3
Binding head screw (M4)
Plain washer (4mm)
Spring washer (4mm)
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BY-10
"Please see the reverse side the English manual."
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